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Background
• Netware
• Dell arrays, Windows Server
• StorageTek FLX380, Windows Server
• 2009 – project to implement new datacentre 
infrastructure started
i2012 Project
• Long, detailed tender process
• Intent to have long-term technology partner
• Christmas 2010 – deal signed with Logicalis
• Flexpod – NetApp storage, Cisco UCS compute, 
VMware hypervisor & tools
i2012 storage platform
• NetApp FAS3170 Metrocluster
• VM storage
• Synchronous replication
• Site failover
• 2x NetApp FAS2040 Clusters
• CIFS storage for individual and group workspaces
• NFS storage for VLE, websites
• Asynchronous replication
i2012 Project – success (sort of)
• VMs started deploying Q3 2011…
• …within 2 years, 2x number of VMs against original 
design!
• FAS3170 Metrocluster overwhelmed with writes
• Procured FAS6290 Metrocluster to take extra load
I2012 storage descriptions
• Everyone’s familiar with:But we had
Upgrade time
• Project started March 2015
• Capacity
• Important difference between TB and TiB!
• Performance
• Not just IOPs
• Had to estimate (guess!) IO block size, read/write distribution
• VMware, Oracle direct NFS, other NFS, client SMB
• Response time/latency
• Failover situation – single datacentre
Tender
• Good responses from 5 vendors
• Went with ‘the devil we know’
• NetApp FAS8080ex MetroCluster
• Four node
• CDOT (Cluster mode)
• Acceptance test dependent on performance results 
defined in tender
Acceptance testing
• Design, physical install (including extending hot aisle 
system) complete by December 2015
• Worked closely with Simon Wright and colleagues from Logicalis
• Original spec included SAS disks with ‘Flash Pool’ –
SSD cache to improve performance at aggregate level
Testing, part 1
• Using 12 CentOS Linux hosts (bare metal install on UCS 
blades)
• Testing using IOmeter
• Previous experience of this tool
• Defined in tender documents
• Central management server distributing commands to 
test hosts
• Test hosts using NFS to stress test cluster
Oh dear
• Target:
• 120k IOPS
• 5ms latency
• Result:
• 30k, 5ms
• 68k, 23ms
• Not 120k L
• Too slow L
Here’s where we hit the conference theme!
• Test hosts (deployed by vendor) had inconsistent setups 
and configurations
• Didn’t contribute to problems but made config changes tricky
• Built PXE boot test platform
• PXE boot, DHCP, TFTP and Kickstart
• Complete consistency, rebuild times around 4-5 minutes
• Details here:
• https://graemef.wordpress.com/tech-stuff/pxe-boot-test-platform/
Testing, part 2
• Re-running tests gave similar poor results
• Client lockups, latency too high
• Detailed discussions with Logicalis & NetApp
• Cut-off date approaching…
• NetApp suggested using Vdbench (used for SPC 
benchmarks)
Bottlenecks
• NetApp escalated internally
• Hugely detailed analysis of perfstat output
• Senior staff involved
• Staff sent to site to check and validate test setup
• Deadline extended by agreement
• Bottlenecks identified!
That moment when…
• …the supplier realises that the positioning of the Flash 
Pool SSDs is part of the problem
• ...then realises that part of the original design is also a 
bottleneck (the SAS/FC bridges)
• ...and as a result has to throw hardware at the problem
• Good job we had our procurement team help us write the 
tender!
That’s better
• Target:
• 120k IOPS
• 5ms latency
• Result:
• 100k, 5ms
• 120k, 9ms
• Almost there!
That’s *much* better
• Target:
• 120k IOPS
• 5ms latency
• Result:
• 260k, 5ms
• >300k, 6ms
• That’ll do J
Learning points
• Putting performance in the tender was very useful
• We’d make that part even more detailed, to run over a 
much longer period
• Having a good relationship with the supplier and the 
hardware vendor is really, really helpful
• Understanding your environment to start with is even 
more helpful!
• Being able to provision test platforms over and over 
again makes testing far easier
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